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Abstract

An FTP ALG for NAT64 was defined in RFC 6384. Its scope was limited to an IPv6 client connecting to an IPv4 server. This memo supports the case of an IPv4 client connecting to an IPv6 server.
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1. Overview

During the transition from IPv4 to IPv6, some operators need to deploy NAT in their network. Some subscribers have the need to run IPv4 based FTP servers at home, and some of the FTP [RFC0959] control messages carry IP address and port number in the payload, which will cause a NAT traversal problem.

[RFC6384] defines FTP ALG for NAT64, but only for the case where the FTP client is on the inside of the NAT64. The case where an FTP server is on the inside of the NAT64 is not covered.

When the FTP server is behind NAT, it can publish its service address via a HTTP redirect server and a DDNS system which needs to support both IP address and port rather than IP address only, or other possible methods. The FTP server can listen on any possible ports, not just port 21; FTP server can get it external IP address and port via some technology like UPnP, and then publish the acquired IP address and port as its URI, ftp://203.0.113.1:1200, port 1200 is allocated by NAT.

1.1. Requirements Language
2. Terminology

3. Scenarios

There can be several scenarios if NAT is involved in the network.

a) In this scenario, the FTP client is behind NAT, FTP ALG needs to handle the EPRT / PORT command in FTP active mode, translating the IP address and port. This scenario has been covered by [RFC6384], but only for NAT64. This scenario for other kinds of NAT has not been covered.

```
+--------+    +---------+    +-------+    +---------+    +--------+
|  FTP   |    |         |    |       |    |         |    |  FTP   |
| Client +----+  IPv6   +----+ NAT64 +----+  IPv4   +----+ Server +
| IPv6   |    | Network  |    |       |    | Network  |    | IPv4   |
+--------+    +---------+    +-------+    +---------+    +--------+
```

FTP Client Behind NAT

b) If the FTP server is behind a NAT, FTP passive mode will be the only working mode, the EPSV / PASV command and the response will be processed by FTP ALG. This memo covers this scenario.

```
+--------+    +---------+    +-------+    +---------+    +--------+
|  FTP   |    |         |    |       |    |         |    |  FTP   |
| Server +----+  IPv6   +----+ NAT64 +----+  IPv4   +----+ Client +
| IPv6   |    | Network  |    |       |    | Network  |    | IPv4   |
+--------+    +---------+    +-------+    +---------+    +--------+
```

FTP Server Behind NAT

4. PASV to EPSV
If FTP client issues PASV command to FTP server, FTP ALG translates PASV command into EPSV command [RFC2428], setting the "net-prt" field to 2 (IPv6). The response of EPSV command is translated into PASV response. FTP ALG allocates an IPv4 address and port for the EPSV response message, and builds a NAT mapping entry if the NAT is stateful. The source address of the EPSV response message and the "tcp-port" in the payload are used for the NAT mapping. The allocated IPv4 address and port are put into the PASV response message.

For instance, in the IPv4 side of NAT64, FTP server’s address is 203.0.113.1. FTP client issues a PASV command to FTP server, and it is translated into EPSV command by FTP AGL, as shown below:

PASV command:

PASV

EPSV command:

EPSV 2

When FTP server returns a success response of EPSV containing tcp-port 3000, FTP AGL allocates an IPv4 address 203.0.113.1 and tcp-port 2000 corresponding to the tcp-port 3000 in the EPSV response message, and puts the allocated IP address and port into PASV response message, as shown below:

EPSV success response:

229 Entering Passive Mode (|||3000|)

PASV success response:

227 Entering Passive Mode (203,0,113,1,7,208)

5. EPSV (IPv4) to EPSV (IPv6)

If FTP client issues EPSV command to FTP server, FTP ALG modifies the "net-prt", change the value from 1 (IPv4) to 2 (IPv6). The response of IPv6 EPSV command is also translated. FTP ALG allocates an IPv4 address and port for the EPSV response message.
[RFC2428] requires that "the network address used to establish the
data connection will be the same network address used for the control
connection", so NAT MUST to make sure that IPv4 address for control
connection and IPv4 address for data connection for a FTP server must
be the same, which means all the mappings for an IPv6 address MUST
have the same external IPv4 address.

For instance, in the IPv4 side of NAT64, FTP server’s address is
203.0.113.1. The FTP client issues an IPv4 EPSV command to FTP
server, and it is translated into IPv6 EPSV command by FTP AGL, as
shown below:

EPSV (IPv4) command:
EPSV 1

EPSV (IPv6) command:
EPSV 2

When FTP server returns a success response of EPSV containing port
3000, FTP AGL will allocate an IPv4 address 203.0.113.1 and port 2000
corresponding to the port 3000 in the EPSV response message, and put
the allocated port into PASV response message, as shown below:

EPSV (IPv6) success response:
229 Entering Passive Mode (|||3000|)

EPSV (IPv4) success response:

6. Command to disable FTP ALG

Command ALGS defined in [RFC6384] is extended, three more possible
arguments are added:

ALGS STATUS46 to return the EPSV and EPRT translation status.

ALGS ENABLE46 to enable translation.

ALGS DISABLE46 to disable translation.

7. IANA Considerations

This memo includes no request to IANA.
8. Security Considerations

RFC6384’s security considerations applies to this document.
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